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a b s t r a c t

Multifunctional nanocarriers are increasingly promising for disease treatment aimed to regulate multiple
pathological dysfunctions and overcome barriers in drug delivery. Here we develop a multifunctional
nanocarrier for Alzheimer's disease (AD) treatment by achieving therapeutic gene and peptide co-
delivery to brain based on PEGylated dendrigraft poly-L-lysines (DGLs) via systemic administration.
The dendritic amine-rich structure of DGLs provides plenty reaction sites and positive charge for drug
loading. Successful co-delivery of drugs overcoming the bloodebrain barrier by brain-targeted ligand
modification was demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo. The pharmacodynamics study of the system
following multiple-dosing treatment was verified in transgenic AD mice. Down-regulation of the key
enzyme in amyloid-b formation was achieved by delivering non-coding RNA plasmid. Simultaneous
delivery of the therapeutic peptide into brain leads to reduction of neurofibrillary tangles. Meanwhile,
memory loss rescue in AD mice was also observed. Taken together, the multifunctional nanocarrier
provides an excellent drug co-delivery platform for brain diseases.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The nano-scaled drug-loading particles (known as nano-
particles) have been successfully applied for delivering varieties of
imaging and therapeutic molecules for disease diagnosis and
therapy in the recent two decades [1e3]. However, it remains
challenging to develop therapeutic nanoparticles for brain diseases
such as Alzheimer's disease (AD) [4,5]. On one hand, the complex
pathology of brain diseases usually involves more than one
pathway dysfunctions [6,7], requiring co-delivery of multiple drugs
to achieve the synergetic effects. On the other hand, the bloode-
brain barrier (BBB) is believed to be one of the most compact
structures in the body as it serves as a guard to protect the brain
from extraneous substances invasion [8]. Thus, it makes it
extraordinarily difficult for delivering therapeutic agents into the
rug Delivery, Ministry of Ed-
rmacy, Fudan University, 826

.

brain through non-invasive systemic administration [9]. The
multifunctional nanoparticles provide an effective strategy to solve
the above issues. The neurotrophic factors have been successfully
delivered into the brain to play their neuron protective role by
using multifunctional nanocarriers [10e16]. The incorporation of
different therapeutic agents into one formulation can simplify
dosing regimens and improve patient compliance [17,18]. The
different drug loading modes effectively reduce the interaction
among drugs. With the specific ligand modification, the accumu-
lation in targeted sites can be improved while the nonspecific up-
take will be reduced. Besides, the polymeric materials with high
biocompatibility and degradability as nanocarriers could be applied
to multiple dosing administration regimen to ensure sustained
long-term therapeutic effects.

The twomain pathological hallmarks of AD include extracellular
amyloid-beta (Ab)-containing plaques and intracellular fibrils
consisted of phosphorylated-tau (p-tau) [19e21]. Thus, dual target
therapy for AD involving both reduction of Ab plaque deposition
and inhibition of p-tau associated fibrils formationwill benefit from
dual therapeutic mechanisms. Ab is generated from the amyloid

mailto:jiangchen@fudan.edu.cn
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precursor protein (APP) [22,23]. The conversion from APP to Ab is
through sequential proteolytic cleavages by b-site APP cleaving
enzyme 1 (BACE1), being identified as a major b-secretase. BACE1
activity has been up-regulated in sporadic AD cases, particularly in
neurons around Ab plaques [24,25]. Down-regulation of BACE1
level could effectively reduce Ab formation [26,27]. Thus, efficient
and specific delivery of therapeutic gene targeting to silence the
BACE1 mRNA in brain parenchyma cells is promising to decrease
the Ab burden [28]. However, insufficient BACE1 level may also lead
to numerous behavioral and physiological deficits such as memory
loss and emotional deficits [29,30]. Consequently, the crucial
boundaries between the physiology and pathology of BACE1 indi-
cate that its expression must be precisely regulated, allowing the
enzyme to perform its physiological functions while avoiding
serious consequences of over- or under-expression [31]. The BACE1
antisense (BACE1-AS) is a natural antisense transcript non-coding
RNA that regulates BACE1 expression. The reduction of Ab by
BACE1-AS knockdown with specific siRNA has been demonstrated
previously via 14-day continuous pump-mediated infusion [31].
Herein, we aim to achieve the BACE1-AS down-regulation through
the less invasive intravenous administration by delivering the
BACE1-AS shRNA encoding plasmids (pshBACE1-AS), which are
more stable in circulation than siRNA [32].

On the other hand, the inhibition of tau-related fibril formation
in AD brain provides another effective strategy to prevent or delay
the progress of AD [33]. Due to abnormal phosphorylation and
conformational changes, tau tends to aggregate into fibrils [34]. A
highly specific peptide inhibitor of fibril formation is designed and
developed by computer-aided, structure-based design [35]. This
all-D amino-acid inhibitor (sequence: D-TLKIVW, named as D-
peptide) has been shown to disrupt the p-tau associated fibril for-
mation in AD. If this therapeutic D-peptide can be delivered to the
brain, the formation of p-tau containing fibril will be greatly
inhibited.

In this study, we focused on the evaluation of multifunctional
drug delivery nanoparticles for therapeutic gene and peptide drug
co-delivery across the BBB targeting two key pathological pathways
in AD. A 29 amino-acid peptide derived from rabies virus glyco-
protein (named as RVG29) was applied as the brain-targeted
modification. It was found to bind the specific n-acetylcholine re-
ceptors, which were widely expressed in BBB and brain paren-
chyma cells [36]. We successfully observed the gene expression in
brain with the RVG29 modified gene delivery nanoparticles after
intravenously administration previously [37]. The dendrigraft poly-
L-lysines (DGLs) were synthetic polymers with dendritic structures
consisted of L-lysine monomers [38]. The rich amine groups of the
DGLs offered plenty of modification sites and positive charge under
physiological pH. Furthermore, the high biocompatibility and de-
gradability of DGLs allowed multiple dosing administration regi-
mens [39]. It was important to ensure the sustained down-
regulation of BACE1 level and persistent inhibition of fibril forma-
tion to achieve prompt intervention of AD pathology at the early
stage considering the chronic and long-term progression of AD.
Both the brain-targeted RVG29 and D-peptide were modified to
DGLs through bi-functional PEG linker (Fig. 1). The resultant DGLs-
PEG-RVG29-D-peptide was further complexed with plasmid DNA
encoding BACE1-AS shRNA, the therapeutic gene in this study,
yielding DGLs-PEG-RVG29-Dpeptide/pshBACE1-AS nanoparticles
(NPs). The characteristics of the NPs was investigated. The ability of
gene and peptide drugs co-delivery by the NPs was confirmed
through fluorescence microscopy, flow cytometry, in vitro BBB
model, and in vivo imaging system. The pharmacodynamics study
of the NPs in APP/PS1 double transgenic AD mice model was
evaluated by measurement of BACE1 level, Ab staining, p-tau fibril
immunostaining and behavioral tests. The toxicity and in vivo
immunogenicity were also studied as supportive preclinical safety
evidence.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Dendrigraft poly-L-lysines (DGLs) (containing 123 lysines, gen-
eration 3) were obtained from COLCOM (Montpellier Cedex,
France). a-Malemidyl-u-N-hydroxysuccinimidyl poly-
ethyleneglycol (NHS-PEG-MAL, molecular weight (MW) ¼ 3500)
was purchased from JenKem Technology Co., Ltd (Beijing, China).
The two peptides (RVG29 sequence: YTIWMPENPRPGTPC-
DIFTNSRGKRASNGC and D-amino-acid peptide sequence: D-
TLKIVWGKKKC)) were synthesized by Chinese Peptides Co., Ltd
(Hangzhou, China). The BODIPY fluorophore (4,4-difluoro-5,7-
dimethyl-4-bora-3a, 4a-diaza-s-indacene-3-propionic acid, sulfo-
succinimidyl ester, sodium salt), 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI) and YOYO-3 iodide were purchased from Molecular Probes
(Eugene, OR, USA). Near-infrared fluorescence dye IR-783 sulfo-
succinimidyl ester was provided by Pro. C. Li (School of Pharmacy,
Fudan University). The BACE-1 antibody (BACE (M83)) and phos-
phorylated tau antibody (p-Tau (Ser 396)) were purchased from
Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. Thioflavin-S as well as other chem-
ical agents were purchased from SigmaeAldrich Co. LLC.

2.2. Plasmids, cell lines and animals

The BACE1-AS shRNA encoding plasmid (pshBACE1-AS) and
scramble shRNA encoding plasmid (pshSc) were constructed into
pGPU6/Neo plasmid vector by Genepharma Ltd. Co. The sense
strand of BACE1-AS shRNA sequence was 50-caccTA-
GAAGGGTCTAAGTGCAGACATCTTGGCtcaagagGCCAAGATGTCTGCA
CTTAGACCCTTCTAttttttg-3'. Uppercase letters indicated 29-
nucleotide (nt) BACE-1 AS target sequences and lowercase letters
indicated hairpin sequences necessary for the directional cloning
into the plasmid vector. Scramble shRNA encoding plasmid used as
negative control had random sequences (sense strand 50-
caccGTTCTCCGAACGTGTCACGTcaagagattacgtgACACGTTCGGA-
GAAttttttg-30) with no homology. The plasmid DNA (pDNA) grown
in E. coli was isolated using the Endo-Free Plasmid Mega Kit (Qia-
gen GmbH, Germany).

Brain capillary endothelial cells (BCECs) were kindly provided by
Prof. J. N. Lou (the Clinical Medicine Research Institute of the
Chinese-Japanese Friendship Hospital). Primary BCECs were
cultured as described previously [40]. Cells used in this study were
between passage 10 and passage 20. The SH-SY5Y cell line was
kindly provided by Prof. L. Y. Feng (Shanghai Institute of Materia
Medica, Chinese Academy of Sciences). All cells were cultured at
37 �C under a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2.

Nude mice (4e5 week old) of 20e25 g body weight and C57BL/
6J mice were purchased from the Department of Experimental
Animals, School of Pharmacy, Fudan University. Double transgenic
(Tg) mice ((APPswe, PSEN1dE9)85Dbo/Mmjax) with C57BL/6J
background expressing a chimeric mouse/human amyloid precur-
sor protein (Mo/HuAPP695swe) and a mutant presenilin 1 (PS1-
dE9) were obtained from Model Animal Research Center of Nanj-
ing University, and used as AD model animal. All the animals were
maintained under standard housing conditions. Animal experi-
ments in this study were carried out in accordance with guidelines
evaluated and approved by the ethics committee of Fudan Uni-
versity to ensure the humane animal care and use. Mice were
housed in a clean room with one mice per cage. Mice were given
access to water ad libitum and exposed to a 12:12 h lightedark
cycle at 25 ± 1 �C. The experimental methods were optimized to



Fig. 1. Schematic design of therapeutic gene and peptide co-delivery system based on DGLs. (a) Two modes of drug loading using brain-targeted DGLs vector. The therapeutic
peptide was covalently linked to DGLs, while therapeutic plasmid was encapsulated by DGLs through electrostatic interactions, yielding DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshBACE1-AS
NPs. (b) After intravenous administration, the DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs were able to cross the BBB by RVG29 binding receptor-mediated transcytosis. The NPs were
further uptaken by diseased neurons of AD in the brain through endocytosis. Upon endosomal escape, the released therapeutic gene (pBACE1-AS) downregulated BACE1 expression,
resulting in a reduction of extracellular Ab plaques. Simultaneously, the D-peptides inhibited tau-fibril formation, leading to a decrease in the intracellular tau-fibrils.
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avoid discomfort, distress or pain to the mice. The appropriate
analgesics and/or anesthetics were used when necessary. When
mice were killed because of experimental endpoints or ethical
reasons, mice were sacrificed by carbon dioxide asphyxiation fol-
lowed by cervical dislocation. These procedures were selected
because they did not interfere with post necropsy analysis.

2.3. Preparation and characterization of NPs

DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide was freshly synthesized (seen in
Supporting Information) and diluted to appropriate concentrations
in PBS (pH 7.4). DNA solution (100 mg DNA/ml 50 mM sodium
sulfate solution) was added to obtain specified weight ratio (6:1,
DGLs to DNA, w/w) and immediately vortexed for 30 s at room
temperature. Freshly prepared NPs were used in the following ex-
periments. YOYO-3-labeled DNA was prepared according to the
recommended protocols. The YOYO-3-labeled DNA was used in
preparation of fluorescent NPs for cellular uptake analysis. The
morphology of the DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs as well
as DGLs-PEG-RVG29/DNA NPs was observed by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-2010/INCA OXFORD) after the
samples were stained with 5 mL of 1% phosphotungstic acid
aqueous solution (SigmaeAldrich, USA) for 3 min. The particle size
and zeta-potential of the NPs were measured by Zetasizer Nano
(Malven, England).

2.4. The transcytosis across the in vitro BBB model

To investigate whether the DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA
NPs could cross the BBB, the transportation study was done using
in vitro BBB model. The procedure of BCECs monolayer formation
was mentioned previously [40]. DGLs was iodinated with radioac-
tivity of 1 mCi 125I/mg DGLs using the BoltoneHunter reagents.
Radiolabeled DGLs were applied to synthesize DGLs-PEG-RVG29-
D-peptide as well as DGLs-PEG-RVG29. 250 ml FBS-free medium
was added to the donor chamber at time 0. At the same time, BCECs
monolayer was treated with DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs
and DGLs-PEG-RVG29/DNA NPs, respectively, with a final amount
of 20 mg DGLs/100 ml. The incubation was performed at 37 �C on a
rocking platform at 50 rpm. The radioactivity of 125I in each aliquot
was assessed using a g-counter. The apparent permeability (Papp)
was calculated as described in Supporting Information.
2.5. Cellular uptake evaluation

The therapeutic peptide was firstly reacted with fluorescence dye
BODIPY (excitation wavelength ¼ 492 nm/emission
wavelength¼ 515 nm) in PBS (pH¼ 8.0) at room temperature for 2 h.
Meanwhile therapeutic plasmidwas labeledwith YOYO-3 (excitation
wavelength ¼ 612 nm/emission wavelength ¼ 632 nm). Unreacted
dyewas removed through dialysis withmembranemolecular weight
cut-off (MWCO) at 10,000 Da. Compared with rich amine groups in
DGLs and plenty charged density of plasmids, the fluorescence la-
beling would not affect the size and surface charge of NPs signifi-
cantly given the fixed complex ratio of DGLs and plasmids. The SH-
SY5Y cells were seeded at a density of 2 � 104 cells/well in 24-well
plates (Corning-Coaster, Tokyo, Japan) and checked under the mi-
croscope for similar confluency andmorphology. After that, SH-SY5Y
cells were treated with BODIPY-labeled DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-pep-
tide/DNA NPs loading YOYO-3-labeled DNA at the concentration of
30 mg/150 ml measured by DGLs in the PBS (pH7.4) for 1 h at 37 �C.
Then, cells were washed with PBS (pH7.4) for three times and
observed by fluorescence microscope (Leica, Germany). In case of
flow cytometry analysis, SH-SY5Y cells were seeded at a density of
8 � 104 cells/well in 6-well plates (Corning-Coaster, Tokyo, Japan)
and incubated for similar confluency andmorphology. SH-SY5Y cells
were incubated with BODIPY-labeled DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/
DNA NPs loading YOYO-3-labeled DNA for 1 h. After that, the cells
were washed three times with phosphate buffer solution (PBS, pH
7.4), trypsinized and centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 5 min to remove
dead cell segments and obtain a cell pellet, which was subsequently
re-suspended in PBS (pH 7.4) and analyzed using a flow cytometer
(BD, USA). The fluorescence signals of BODIPY and YOYO-3 were
collected using corresponding channels. For each sample, 10,000
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events were collected and analyzed. SH-SY5Y cells cultured under
the normal conditions served as the control. The mean fluorescence
intensity was compared quantitatively between non-targeted DGLs-
PEG-D-peptide/DNA NPs and brain-targeted DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-
peptide/DNA NPs.

2.6. In vivo imaging study

To minimum the imaging interference from auto-fluorescence
of the animals, D-amino-acid was labeled with near-infrared dye
IR-783 (excitation wavelength ¼ 766 nm/emission
wavelength ¼ 798 nm) instead of BODIPY. The non-targeted DGLs-
PEG-D-peptide/DNA NPs and brain-targeted DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-
peptide/DNA NPs loading YOYO-3-labeled DNA were injected
through the tail vein of nude mice (3 mice in each group), respec-
tively, at dose of 50 mg DNA/mousewhich was determined based on
our previous research. Images were taken by IVIS Spectrum in vivo
imaging system (Cailper, PerkinElemer, USA) 1 h after intravenous
injection when mice were anesthetized. Then, the mice were
sacrificed by injection of chloral hydrate via tail vein. The principal
organs (including brain, heart, kidney, liver, lung, and spleen) were
removed. The ex vivo distribution of NPs was compared by IVIS
Spectrum in vivo imaging system.

2.7. Treatment regimen in AD mice

ADmice were maintained for about 9-month-old. Animals were
weighed every three days to indicate basic status. At the 30th week
after birth, 30 mice were randomly divided into five groups (6 mice
in each group) and administrated intravenously with saline, DGLs-
PEG-RVG29/pshSc NPs (equivalent 300 mg DGLs, 50 mg pshSc),
DGLs-PEG-RVG29/pshBACE1-AS NPs (equivalent 300 mg DGLs,
50 mg pshBACE1-AS), DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshSc NPs
(equivalent 300 mg DGLs, 50 mg pshSc) and DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-
peptide/pshBACE1-AS NPs (equivalent 300 mg DGLs, 50 mg
pshBACE1-AS), respectively once a week until the 34th week after
birth. The concentration of DNA used was 1 mg/ml (50 ml used). The
equivalent DGLs concentration in each group was diluted to 3 mg/
ml (100 ml used). As a result, the total volume for one single in-
jection was 150 ml. The regimen was shown in Supporting
Information.

2.8. Real-time quantitative RT-PCR analysis

For quantitative assessment of RNA levels, total RNA from sub-
stantia nigra area in different groups was prepared using Trizol LS
reagent (Invitrogen, USA) following manufacturer instructions. The
RT-PCR analysis was done by Shanghai GenePharma Co. Ltd. Values
obtained were normalized to the amount of GAPDH. The primer
and reverse primer: BACE-1: 50 GACAACCTGAGGGGAAAGTCCG, 50

GTCCACCAGGATGTTGAGCGTC; BACE1-AS: 50 GACTGTCACTGACC-
GAGGAGGC, 50 CAACTACGACAAGAGCATTGTGGAC; GAPDH: 50

GATGACATCAAGAAGGTGGTGA, 50 ACCCTGTTGCTGTAGCCATATTC.
Briefly, 5 ml of template RNA were denatured (95 �C/3 min). Re-
actions were performed using 50 nM primer. Amplifications were
done in a Stratagene MX3000P Real-time PCRmachine (Stratagene,
US) with the following cycle parameters: 45 min at 42 �C (reverse
transcription), 10 min at 85 �C (RT inactivation and PCR polymerase
activation), 40 cycles of 95 �C/12 s, and 62 �C/60 s.

2.9. Determination of BACE-1 level

Mice with different NPs administration were sacrificed on the
34thweek. The BACE1 level was determined by semi-quantitatively
western blot and qualitatively by immunofluorescence (detailed
methods seen in Supporting Information).

2.10. Amyloid plaques deposition evaluation

Thioflavine S could stain amyloid specifically, taking on an apple
green color under the fluorescencemicroscope. The 1% thioflavine S
aqueous solutionwas freshly prepared. Coronal brain sections were
obtained as previously mentioned [37]. Briefly, brains were
removed, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 48 h, placed in 15%
sucrose PBS solution until subsidence (6 h), then in 30% sucrose
until subsidence (24 h). After this, brains were frozen in OCT
embedding medium (Sakura, Torrance, CA, USA) at 80 �C. Frozen
sections of 20 mm thickness were prepared with a cryotome Cryo-
stat (Leica, CM 1900, Wetzlar, Germany). To proceed the staining,
firstly, sections were hydrated to distilled water. The sections were
incubated with 1% K2S2O5/1% oxalic acid solution for 5 min
following the incubation with 0.25%KMnO4 for 5 min. Then, the
section was rinsed in distilled water. After that, thioflavine S solu-
tion was placed for 8 min. Subsequently, the sections were differ-
entiated in 70% alcohol for 5 min. Representative images were
taken using a microscope (DMI 4000B, Leica, Germany).

2.11. Evaluation of tau level in brain

Coronal brain sections were obtained as previously mentioned
[37] and processed for phosphorylated tau antibody immunofluo-
rescence staining using phosphorylated tau antibody (p-Tau (Ser
396)) (1:50; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA). Alexa Fluor 488 con-
jugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:1000; CST, USA)was
used for fluorescence microscope (DMI 4000B, Leica, Germany)
observation. For quantitative analysis of the percentage of p-tau
positive signals, coronal section images were counted using soft-
ware Image-Pro Plus Version 6.0.

2.12. Morris water maze test

At 30 week of age, six AD mice of each group were evaluated
spatial learning and memory abilities by the Morris water maze
test. The Morris water maze (ANY-maze, Stoelting, U.S.A) apparatus
was a white circular pool (100 cm diameter and 50 cm height) with
four quadrants. The detailedmethodswere described in Supporting
Information. The average data from daily tests were used for sta-
tistical analysis. At the end of the training period, the mice were
tested on a spatial probe trial in which the platform was removed,
and they were allowed to swim freely for 60 s. The time spent to
reach the platform initially, ratio of time spent in the target quad-
rant and the times of crossing the platform were recorded.

2.13. Statistical analysis

The data was presented as means ± SD. The statistical signifi-
cance was determined using student's t-test and analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA one way) using GraphPad Instat 3 software. After
comparing the overall difference between groups, the Tukey's
honestly significant difference (HSD) post-hoc test was undertaken
to specify where the differences occurred between groups.

3. Results

3.1. Preparation and characterization of DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-
peptide/DNA NPs

NMR spectra of DGLs-PEG-RVG29 and DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-
peptide shown in Fig. S1a, b indicated successful synthesis of DGLs-
PEG-RVG29-D-peptide. The average particle sizes of DGLs-PEG-
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RVG29/DNA and DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs deter-
mined by dynamic light scattering (DLS) were about 97 nm and
110 nm with PDI below 0.3, respectively (Fig. 2 and Table S1). The
zeta-potential of DGLs-PEG-RVG29/DNA and DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-
peptide/DNA NPs were 6.11 mV ± 4.04 mV and 7.72 mV ± 2.80 mV,
respectively. The TEM images of the DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/
DNA NPs as well as DGLs-PEG-RVG29/DNA NPs showed both of the
NPs had spherical morphology (Fig. 2c and d).

The cytotoxicity of DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs was
evaluated on BCECs by MTT assay (Fig. S2). The cell viability was
above 80% at concentrations of DGLs below 200 mg/ml. The result
could ensure the integrity of BCECsmonolayer as in vitro BBBmodel
in the following transcytosis study.

As shown in Fig. 2e, after complexed with DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-
peptide, nearly no free DNA was detected by both electrophoresis
(Fig. 2e, lane 3) and quantitative EB exclusive analysis compared
with free DNA (Fig. S3). DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide was able to
completely encapsulate the DNA at the weight ratio used in this
study. The peptide conjugation reaction efficiency was monitored
Fig. 2. Characterizations of DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs. DLS results of (a) DGLs-P
PEG-RVG29/DNA and (d) DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs. (e) DNA encapsulation by
retardation assay. For stability study, naked DNA with serum or DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide
serum for 4 h at 37 �C, respectively. For DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNAwith 10% serum an
the DNA from the NPs.
by determining the free thiol groups using Ellman's reagent.
Negligible thiol groups were measured indicating all the peptides
were conjugated to the DGLs-PEG after the reaction at the designed
ratio. The stability of DNA in NPs were also shown in Fig. 2e after 4 h
treatment of 10% serum containing medium. After heparin
replacement, the DNA in the NPs was observed to have nearly 90%
recovery. The result demonstrated the DNA loading NPs were stable
in serum containing environment which mimicked the in vivo cir-
culation environment. On the other hand, free DNA after 10% serum
treatment, the recovery percentage was much lower which may
attribute to the degradation by DNase in the serum.
3.2. The peptide and plasmid DNA co-delivery ability of DGLs-PEG-
RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs

The DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs with BODIPY-
labeled DGLs and YOYO-3-labeled DNA were incubated with SH-
SY5Y cells. SH-SY5Y cells expressed nicotinic acetylcholine re-
ceptors which could bind the RVG29 peptide [41,42] and facilitate
EG-RVG29/DNA and (b) DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs. TEM image of (c) DGLs-
DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide at DGLs/DNA weight ratio 6:1 as evaluated by the gel
/DNA with serum, DNA or DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA were incubated with 10%
d heparin, after incubation with serum, 10 fold excessive heparin was added to replace
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the cellular uptake of targeted NPs more efficiently than non-
targeted DGLs-PEG-D-peptide/DNA NPs. The fluorescence micro-
scopy images as well as overlayed images of different fluorescence
channels were shown in Fig. 3aeh. The green signal indicated
BODIPY-labeled D-peptide, while the red signal indicated YOYO-3-
labeled DNA. The co-localized signal of green and red showed
yellow.

The above results were further confirmed quantitatively by flow
cytometry analysis. The representative flow cytometry results were
shown in Fig. 3i and j. The quadrant 1 and 2 (Q1 and Q2) showed the
signals of YOYO-3 channel. The quadrant 2 and 4 (Q2 and Q4)
showed the signals of BODIPY channel. The quadrant 2 represented
the YOYO-3 and BODIPY dual-positive cells. Most of the signals
were detected in quadrant 2 indicating the peptide and plasmid
DNA were co-delivered into the cells by DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-
Fig. 3. D-peptide and DNA co-delivery evaluation. (aed) DGLs-PEG-D-peptide/DNA and (e
cytometry. (a, e) Fluorescence image of BODIPY-labeled D-peptide signal. (b, f) Fluorescence
image of (e) and (f), yellow signal was co-localization of green signal and red signal. (d)
Magnification � 20 (i) Flow cytometry analysis of DGLs-PEG-D-peptide/DNA NPs. (j) Flow
rescence intensity comparison of DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs and non-targeted
labeled NPs across BCECs monolayer. Significance:*, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01, significance repr
DNA NPs. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is r
peptide/DNA NPs. The mean fluorescence intensity was compared
between non-targeted DGLs-PEG-D-peptide/DNA and DGLs-PEG-
RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs treated cells (Fig. 3). The results
showed that the signals of both YOYO-3-labeled DNA and BODIPY-
labeled peptide were higher in DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA
NPs treated cells than that of DGLs-PEG-D-peptide/DNA NPs
treated cells.

3.3. The transcytosis transport of DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA
NPs across the in vitro BBB model

The transport studies of non-targeted DGLs-PEG/DNA, brain-
targeted DGLs-PEG-RVG29/DNA, and brain-targeted DGLs-PEG-
RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs were shown in Fig. 3l. The apparent
permeability (Papp) of RVG29 modified brain-targeted NPs was
eh) DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs through fluorescence microscopy and flow
image of YOYO-3-labeled DNA signal. (c) Overlayed image of (a) and (b), (g) Overlayed
Overlayed image of (c) and bright field. (h) Overlayed image of (g) and bright field.
cytometry analysis of DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs. (k) Cellular uptake fluo-
DGLs-PEG-D-peptide/DNA NPs. Significance: **p < 0.01. (l) The permeability of 125I-
esents DGLs-PEG-RVG29/DNA or DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs vs. DGLs-PEG/
eferred to the web version of this article.)
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significantly higher than that of non-targeted NPs since 10 min
after NPs incubation with the BCECs monolayer. The brain-targeted
NPs showed higher BBB-crossing efficiency than non-targeted NPs
in the in vitro BBB model. The modification of therapeutic D-pep-
tide did not affect the permeability of the RVG29 modified targeted
NPs. Furthermore, the transendothelial electrical resistance (TEER)
of the BBB monolayer did not change significantly before and after
experiments, verifying the integrity of the BBB model during the
incubation.
3.4. In vivo imaging evaluation of peptide and plasmid DNA co-
delivery by DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs

According to NPs transcytosis study by in vitro BBB model
(Fig. 3l), the transportation rate reached the plaque after 1 h in-
cubation with NPs. The result suggested that the transportation
process which was via the receptor mediated endocytosis would be
saturated within 1h after the NPs exposure. As a result, the in vivo
imaging figures were taken 1h after the injection. Fig. 4a showed
distinct fluorescent signal (in green) from YOYO-3-labeled plasmid
DNA accumulated in mice brain and kidney when administrated
with the DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs intravenously.
Meanwhile, the fluorescence in the spleen of the DGLs-PEG-D-
peptide/DNA NPs injected mouse was higher while the fluores-
cence in brain was too weak to be detected. The distribution of two
different NPs modified with IR-783-labeled D-peptide (Fig. 4b)
exhibited a similar accumulation tendency with that of YOYO-3-
labeled plasmid DNA fluorescent signals. The overlay image of
YOYO-3 signal and IR-783 signal was shown in Fig. 4c.

The principal organs including brain, heart, liver, spleen, lung
and kidney were removed for ex vivo imaging analysis (Fig. S4 and
Fig. 4def). The signals were observed to accumulate in the brain,
liver, spleen and kidney in DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs
treated mice, while the signal in brain was much weaker in DGLs-
PEG-D-peptide/DNA NPs treated mice. The co-localization signal
(yellow¼ green plus red) in the brainwas more obvious in targeted
DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs (Fig. 4f, right) treated mice
than that of non-targeted NPs treated ones (Fig. 4f, left). A mixture
of IR-783-labeled peptide and YOYO-labeled DNA and a mixture of
NPs with IR-783-labeled peptide and NPs with YOYO-labeled DNA
were used as control. This experiment was replicated to ensure the
repeatability of the results. The results (Fig. S5) demonstrated that
Fig. 4. In vivo distribution of NPs after intravenous administration. Images were taken at 1
In vivo imaging fluorescence signal of IR-783-labeled D-peptide. Left mouse was injected
RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs. (c) Overlayed in vivo signal of YOYO-3 and IR-783. (d) Ex vivo im
brain fluorescence signal of IR-783-labeled D-peptide in organs. Left brain was frommouse in
with DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs. (f) Overlayed signal of YOYO-3 and IR-783 in b
the DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs was able to deliver the
D-peptide and DNA to the brain. The brain signals of a mixture of D-
peptide and DNA treated group resembled the saline treated group,
which indicated neither the free D-peptide nor DNA could get
across the BBB entering the brain without delivery carriers.

3.5. BACE1 mRNA level analysis

Treatment regimen by DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshBACE1-
AS NPs in AD mice was mentioned previously. BACE1 mRNA levels
in hippocampus were quantitatively measured by real-time PCR
(RT-PCR) in mice injected with different NPs or negative control
after four-dosing regimen (Fig. 5a). The BACE1 mRNA levels in AD
mice brain increased compared to non-transgenic normalmice. The
BACE1 mRNA levels decreased in AD mice brain treated with NPs
loading therapeutic plasmid, which was close to that of non-
transgenic normal mice. The administration of NPs loading
scramble RNA-encoding plasmid failed to interfere the level of
BACE1 mRNA level in AD mice.

3.6. BACE1 level measurement by western blot

The BACE1 level was measured by western blot (Fig. 5b). The
BACE1 in AD mice hippocampus remained at a lower level after
reduplicative injections with NPs loading BACE1-AS-encoding
plasmid. The NPs loading scramble RNA-encoding plasmid were
again proved to have little effect on the BACE1 level. The down-
regulation of BACE1 level was directly caused by the decrease of
BACE1 mRNA. Meanwhile, the decrease of BACE1 mRNA was
mediated by the change of BACE1-AS RNA level. This evidence
suggested successful delivery of therapeutic plasmid by the brain-
targeted vector DGLs-PEG-RVG29 with/without the modification
of therapeutic D-peptide.

3.7. BACE1 immunofluorescence in hippocampus

The BACE1 level was also compared by immunofluorescence
assay in AD/normal mice treated with different NPs or saline
(Fig. 5ceh). The BACE1 positive signals were lower in DGLs-PEG-
RVG29/pshBACE1-AS and DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshBACE1-
AS NPs injected groups compared to other groups. The staining of
BACE1 in normal mice was much less than that in ADmice with the
h after injection. (a) In vivo imaging fluorescence signal of YOYO-3-labeled DNA. (b)
with DGLs-PEG-D-peptide/DNA NPs while right mouse was injected with DGLs-PEG-
aging brain fluorescence signal of YOYO-3-labeled DNA in organs. (e) Ex vivo imaging
jected with DGLs-PEG-D-peptide/DNA NPs while right brain were frommouse injected
rain.



Fig. 5. Evaluation of BACE1 levels in hippocampus region from APP/PS1 transgenic
mice and non-transgenic mice with different treatment. (a) RT-PCR analysis of BACE1
mRNA and BACE1-AS levels in APP/PS1 and control mice with different NPs treatment.
Data are expressed as means ± S.E.M (n ¼ 3). Significance: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01,
significantly different as compared with saline treated APP/PS1 mice. (b) BACE1 level
comparison by western blot in hippocampus of mice with different NPs treatment and
control mice. Lane 1 (from left): þsaline; lane 2: þDGLs-PEG-RVG29/pshSc; lane
3: þDGLs-PEG-RVG29/pshBACE1-AS; lane 4: þDGL-PEG-RVG29-D-Peptide/pshSc; lane
5: þ DGL-PEG-RVG29-D-Peptide/pshBACE1-AS; lane 6: non-treated non-transgenic
mice. (ceh) BACE1 positive immunofluorescence at hippocampus in mice with
different NPs treatment: (c) þsaline; (d) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29/pshSc; (e) þDGLs-PEG-
RVG29/pshBACE1-AS; (f) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshSc; (g) þDGLs-PEG-
RVG29-D-peptide/pshBACE1-AS; (h) non-treated non-transgenic mice.
Magnification � 20.
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saline treatment. This result also indicated that the up-regulation of
BACE1 level was a significant hallmark in AD pathology.

The above results proved that DGLs-PEG-RVG29/pshBACE1-AS
and DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshBACE1-AS NPs multiple-
dosing administration could mediate BACE1-AS RNA reduction,
resulting in BACE1 mRNA silencing and downregulation of BACE1
level in hippocampus of AD mice brain.
3.8. Amyloid plaques deposition evaluation

Thioflavine S binded to amyloid specifically, presenting an apple
green color under fluorescence microscopy. Thioflavin S-labeled
amyloid deposits (green signal) were clearly noticeable in the cor-
tex layer and hippocampus of AD mice with NPs loading scramble
plasmid as well as saline treatment (Fig. 6 and Fig. S6). The signal
was much less in AD mice treated with NPs loading BACE1-AS
shRNA plasmid. Few amyloid deposits were observed in normal
mice (Fig. 6f and l). This result was in agreement with the earlier
experiment that showed decreased BACE1 level reduced Ab peptide
formation, which lead to the decrease of amyloid deposits. Tau-
positive immunostaining in hippocampus.

The therapeutic D-peptide possessed binding affinity for p-tau-
containing fibrils, allowing it to inhibit the p-tau-associated fibril
formation, another characterized pathology in AD. Because p-tau
proteins were the main components of fibrils, tau-positive immu-
nostaining was performed to indicate the status of fibrils level in
the brain. The tau-positive signals were much higher in AD mice
hippocampus treated with NPs without D-peptide modification
compared to that treated with NPs with D-peptide modification
(Fig. 7aef). The results demonstrated that D-peptide played a role
in disrupting the fibril formation in hippocampus. The immuno-
staining was presented quantitatively in Fig. 7g.

3.9. The behavioral test results by morris water maze

Morris water maze was used to assess the effect of learning
acquisition in AD mice with different NPs treatment. When AD
mice were treated with DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshBACE1-AS
NPs via intravenous administration according to the regimen, they
spent the least time to reach the platform compared with other NPs
or saline treated ADmice. The result was slightly longer than that of
normal mice. The AD mice groups treated with NPs loaded with
single therapeutic component (either therapeutic peptide or ther-
apeutic plasmid) did not perform as well as NPs loaded with dual
therapeutic components. The mice treated with DGLs-PEG-RVG29/
pshSc NPs behaved similarly with the control AD mice group. The
representative swimming paths of mice with different treatment
were shown in Fig. 8a. The results were also presented statistically
as the percentage of time spent in targeted quadrant as shown in
Fig. 8b. Normalmice had the best performance. ADmicewith DGLs-
PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshBACE1-AS NPs treatment showed the
most pronounced effect among AD mice with different treatments.

4. Discussion

Herein, for the first time, we have explored the possibility of
gene and peptide drug co-delivery across the BBB by brain-targeted
drug delivery nanocarriers based on DGLs to treat AD. The rich
external amine groups on the surface of DGLs offer plenty reaction
sites for functional modifications as well as positive charge for
therapeutic gene encapsulation. DGLs offer diverse modes for drug
loading including covalent conjugation, electrostatic encapsulation
and so on [43,44]. Moreover, the active brain-targeted modification
to DGLs renders them the ability to reach the target site by specific
binding with receptors or transporters while decreasing the accu-
mulation in non-targeted organs. Based on the above mentioned
advantages, DGLs hold great promise as excellent drug delivery
nanocarriers for multifunctional drug delivery to treat diseases
with complex pathological pathways. In this study, the NPs loading
both therapeutic gene and peptide were prepared and character-
ized successfully (Fig. S1, S2). Though the NPs were slightly posi-
tively charged, previous study suggested that nanoparticles with
slight positive charge could reach the targeted site following sys-
temic administration [45]. Nanoparticles that were sterically sta-
bilized by PEG modification on their surface and had surface
charges that were either slightly negative or slightly positive tend
to have minimal selfeself and self-non-self interactions [46]. With



Fig. 6. Thioflavine-S-labeled amyloid plaques distribution. Cortex layer (aef) and hippocampus (gel) with different NPs treatments: (a, g) þsaline; (b, h) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29/pshSc;
(c, i) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29/pshBACE1-AS; (d, j) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshSc; (e, k) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshBACE1-AS; (f, l) non-treated non-transgenic mice.
Magnification � 20.
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the modification of RVG29, the NPs were able to get across the
in vitro BBB model more efficiently than the non-targeted NPs
(Fig. 3e). The receptors for RVG29 binding are believed to be
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nACh receptor), which are widely
expressed in brain capillary endothelial cells (the main component
of BBB) and brain parenchyma cells-like neurons [47]. The cellular
uptake of both the therapeutic peptide and gene was significantly
higher than that of non-targeted NPs treated group (Fig. 3). The
results indicated that DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs
delivered the peptide and plasmid DNA into the cells simulta-
neously. The DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide and DNA dissociated to
some extent after uptaken by cells because separated green and red
signals were observed in Fig. 3g. The DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/
DNA NPs were demonstrated to be stable in physiological envi-
ronment containing serum (Fig. 2e). The dissociation may attribute
to amines grafted on the polymer surface with strong proton-
absorbing capabilities inside endosomes (pH 5e6) and lysosomes
(pH 4e5) after being uptaken, leading to rapid osmotic swelling
and DNA release. This dissociation between DGLs component and
plasmid DNA is crucial in exerting the synergistic effects of both the
peptide and therapeutic gene as their sites of action are located in
the cytoplasm and nuclei, respectively. The in vivo imaging results
also provided convincing evidence that the plasmid and peptide
could still be co-delivered efficiently into the brain, despite the
uptake of NPs by reticuloendothelial system (RES) organs such as
liver and spleen (Fig. 4). The RES uptake was mainly attributed to
the nano-scaled size of the drug delivery system [48]. The modifi-
cation of PEG may reduce the non-specific uptake since PEGylation
may help shield the positive charges of DGLs. Thus, the possibility
of interactions between NPs and negatively charged membrane
during circulation is reduced until the NPs have contact with the
specific receptor of RVG29 in BBB. In addition, PEGylation may
enable prolonged circulation time by escaping the recognition of
immune system [49]. The low immunogenicity of the virus-derived
peptide (RVG29) has been proved in previous study [36]. The
therapeutic peptide in this study is an all D-type peptide. The D-
type peptide is only immunogenic when strong adjuvant is pro-
vided. Furthermore, the immune system has preferential recogni-
tion of conventional L-peptide [50]. For these reasons, the D-type
peptide is less immunogenic than the L-type RVG29 peptide. In
support of these claims, the serum interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-
1 beta (IL-1b) and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-a) levels of the
NPs treated mice were shown to be similar to the saline treated
mice (Fig. S7), demonstrating the low immunogenicity of the NPs.
The liver function test result by measuring the serum alanine
transaminase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) enzy-
matic activity (Fig. S8) showed both the enzymatic activity after
DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/DNA NPs treatment did not change
significantly (p> 0.05) comparedwith the saline treated group. As a
result, it could be concluded that the NPs did not exert significant



Fig. 7. P-tau positive immunofluorescence indicating the p-tau related fibrils location.
(aef) Hippocampus sections from mice with different NPs treatments: (a) þsaline;
(b) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29/pshSc; (c) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29/pshBACE1-AS; (d) þDGLs-PEG-
RVG29-D-peptide/pshSc; (e) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshBACE1-AS; (f) non-
treated non-transgenic mice. Green signal: secondary antibody labeled p-tau anti-
body. Blue signal: DAPI stained nucleus. Magnification � 20. (g) Quantitative evalua-
tion of p-tau positive immunofluorescence at hippocampus in mice with different NPs
treatments. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Morris water maze behavioral evaluation results. (a) Representative swimming
path of APP/PS1 mice with different NPs treatment as well as non-transgenic mice.
(I) þsaline; (II) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29/pshSc; (III) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29/pshBACE1-AS;
(IV) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshSc; (V) þDGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/
pshBACE1-AS; (VI) non-treated non-transgenic mice. (b) The average time spent to
reach the platform during 1 min (left); Ratio of time spent in target quadrant with
1 min test duration (right). Significance: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01, significantly different as
compared between two groups.
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toxicity to the non-targeted organs such as liver. The renal cells did
not have specific uptake pathways for the NPs. They were unlike
the BCECs and brain cells that were expressed the specific receptor
which could facilitate the NPs through ligand-receptor mediated
transcytosis/endocytosis pathways. Previous research showed the
nano-scaled drug delivery systems did not caused significant
damage to liver and kidney functions [51e53]. As a result, the NPs
toxicity in liver and kidney was not supposed as a major issue.

The Ab deposition and tau hyperphosphorylation are the two
main pathological hallmarks in AD. Though the exact molecular
mechanism of the interaction between the two pathological path-
ways remains unclear, the researchers have found the evidence of
linking between Ab and tau pathology. The amyloid-cascade hy-
pothesis stipulates that Ab is the trigger of all cases of AD and that
the tau pathology and other degenerative changes are a down-
stream consequence of the Ab pathology [54]. Further studies also
suggest that Ab might trigger or facilitate the accumulation of tau
pathology [55]. Abnormal hyperphosphorylation of tau has also
been observed in the brains of the APP/PS1 transgenic mice [56].
Another study has also found that intraventricular injection of
Infliximab could reduce tau hyperphosphorylation significantly in
APP/PS1 transgenic mice [57]. As a result, we have chosen the APP/
PS1 transgenic mice as AD model in our study. Yu et al. have re-
ported that compared with age-matched wild-type controls, 9-
month-old APP/PS1 double transgenic mice with memory
impairment and numerous brain Ab deposits showed increased
numbers of proliferating hippocampal cells [58]. The behavioral
changes have been reported to happen when the transgenic mice
are 9 months old [59]. Collectively, results indicated that AD pro-
gression has a rapid burst in 9months old APP/PS1 transgenic mice.
Thus, in this study, the treatment of therapeutic regimen started at
9 months after birth. It has been shown that the accumulation of Ab
in the brain caused an intriguing combination of aberrant network
activity and synaptic depression [60]. b-site APP cleaving enzyme 1
(BACE1) is identified as a major b-secretase in charge of Ab for-
mation. Researchers also notice that it is important to reduce BACE1
activity, rather than abolish it completely because loss of BACE1
may result in numerous behavioral and physiological deficits
including memory loss, emotional deficits, and loss of synaptic
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plasticity [31]. Thus, the expression of BACE1 should be regulated
precisely allowing the enzyme to perform its physiological func-
tions while avoiding serious consequences of over- or under-
expression. A conserved noncoding antisense transcript for BACE1
(BACE1-AS) can rapidly up-regulate BACE1 levels in response to a
variety of stresses such as Ab1e42 exposure. BACE1-AS could in-
crease the stability of BACE1 mRNA. As a result, the down-
regulation of BACE1-AS can reduce the BACE1 activity in an indi-
rect manner, avoiding extreme reduction in BACE1 level. Treatment
with BACE1-AS RNA interference (RNAi) may achieve a preferential
reduction of stress-induced increase in BACE1 expression without
disturbing physiologically basal expression levels. The shRNA-
encoding plasmid was used in this study because it was thought
to be more stable than siRNA or shRNA for in vivo applications [9].
In our previous study, we have successfully demonstrated the
efficient in vitro and in vivo reporter gene expression such as red
fluorescence protein and luciferase by delivering the plasmids us-
ing DGLs [61,62]. In Fig. 5, the transcript of BACE1-AS was found to
be lower in ADmice treatedwith the NPs loading BACE1-AS shRNA-
encoding plasmid with/without modification of therapeutic pep-
tide. It was also observed that the level of BACE1-AS RNA transcript
was elevated compared to non-transgenic mice. The down-
regulation of BACE1-AS, in turn, lowered the BACE1 mRNA levels.
The BACE1 mRNA in transgenic mice was also found to be higher
than that of normal mice. The reduction of BACE1 level was also
confirmed. Knowing that the reduction of BACE1 level leads to the
decrease of Ab formation as BACE1 is a crucial enzyme in the pro-
cess of APP cleavage to Ab, amyloid deposition staining has been
performed. The staining revealed less deposition in mice brain
treated with the NPs loading BACE1-AS shRNA-encoding plasmid
with/without modification of therapeutic peptide (Fig. 6 and
Fig. S6). The change of amyloid deposition staining was in accor-
dance to that of BACE1 level. This result also demonstrated that the
BACE1 level affects the Ab deposition.

The intracellular fibrils are believed to be as another main
characteristic of AD. Thus, inhibition of p-tau-related fibril forma-
tion would provide an effective strategy to prevent or delay the
progress of AD. Sievers et al. showed that computer-aided, struc-
ture-based design could yield highly specific peptide inhibitors of
fibrils formation [38]. Using known atomic structures of segments
of fibrils as templates, an all-D-amino-acid inhibitor (sequence: D-
TLKIVW, named as D-peptide) was designed and characterized to
disrupt the p-tau-associated fibril formation in AD. With the
addition of brain-targeted NPs platform, this therapeutic peptide
was delivered into the brain and moderately inhibited the fibril
formation as shown in p-tau specific immunostaining (Fig. 7).

Progressive memory loss and cognitive dysfunction are the
hallmark clinical features of Alzheimer's disease (AD) [19]. Because
the amyloid and neurofibrillary pathology are predominantly
confined to the hippocampus and cortex, learning and memory
could be evaluated using the Morris water maze [63e65]. The Ab
deposition in amygdala area in the current APP/PS1 mice model
which could induce neuropsychiatric symptoms was reported to
appear from 11 to 17 months old [66]. As a result, the neuropsy-
chiatric parameters such as anxiety, depression and stress were not
be able to evaluate since we started the treatment from 9 months
old. The behavioral results from theMorris water maze test showed
the pharmacodynamics of the NPs treatment (Fig. 8). The best
therapeutic effect was observed in AD mice treated with NPs
loading BACE1-AS shRNA-encoding plasmid and therapeutic pep-
tide. The result suggested that the reduction of Ab deposition and
inhibition of p-tau associated fibril both contributed to block the
progression of AD behavioral manifestations. Using the multi-
functional drug delivery system, the synergistic effect from both
the peptide and gene was conducive to the therapeutic effects in
AD. When combined the results of Fig. 8 in single therapeutic
component (either therapeutic peptide or gene) loaded NPs treated
groups, it was worth mentioning that the performance of AD mice
treated with DGLs-PEG-RVG29/pshBACE1-AS NPs was better than
that treated with DGLs-PEG-RVG29-D-peptide/pshSc NPs.Whether
reduction of Ab burdenwas a more efficient therapeutic target than
inhibition of p-tau related fibril is still worth exploring as there are
some limitations in the present study design. Firstly, the regimen
was designed based on the Ab formation timeline given that the
studies on fibril formation in transgenic AD mice were insufficient.
The treatment start point and interval could be further optimized
when progress of the disease is further explored. By the nano-
particles reported in this study, the BACE1 level could be fine-
regulated according to the progress of the diseases because of the
transient regulation feature of non-viral gene delivery system.
Specifically, if the disease progress is deteriorated, the dose of the
therapeutic plasmid could be increased. If the disease progress is
decelerated, the interval of injection could be elongated. Secondly,
the doses of therapeutic gene and peptide may need to be further
optimized in large-scale pharmacodynamics evaluation. The DGLs
was able to condense completely with DNA at the weight ratio
ranging from 2:1 to 10:1 (DGLs/DNA, w/w). As there were 123
amine groups on the surface of the DGLs, the PEGylation could be
further increased to load more peptides. Thirdly, due the instinct
feature of nano-scaled delivery system and concrete structure of
the BBB, the ratio of NPs transcytosis across the BBB need to be
improved by rational design of the NPs system based on more
understanding about the nanomedicine and the BBB in the future. It
would be more challenging to achieve the precise targeted delivery
in sub-organ areas such as hippocampus, the most affected area in
AD to maximum the therapeutic effects of the NPs.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a multifunctional nanocarrier for therapeutic gene
and peptide co-delivery based on DGLs with brain-targeted modi-
fication has been successfully developed for AD treatment.
Reduction of Ab plaque deposition and inhibition of p-tau-related
fibril formation have been chosen as dual therapeutic targets. The
therapeutic gene and peptide drug for the two therapeutic targets
are co-delivered efficiently across the BBB and into the brain uti-
lizing the brain-targeted DGLs NPs through different drug loading
modes. A multiple-dosing regimen is designed by considering the
progressive and long-term characteristics of AD, as well as taking
advantages of high biocompatibility and degradability of DGLs. A
series of mechanism investigation and pharmacodynamics evalu-
ation have demonstrate simultaneous efficacy of gene therapy
targeting the BACE1 noncoding RNA in concert with peptide ther-
apy targeting the p-tau related fibril formation. In the future, the
nanocarriers will be further optimized by tuning the ratio of drug
loading or screening targeting modification to achieve better effi-
cacy. In addition, the multifunctional nanocarriers based on DGLs
also hold great promise for treatment of other diseases with com-
plex pathological pathways with rational design.
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